DeGering Livestock 2011 Heifers

Heifer calves purchased from Diamond Bar Ranch Stapleton, NE. in 2010
Tested PI free, Age & Source, no implants.

A.I. to GPS a bull owned by Ken Haas, Wasserburger's Bootheel Seven Ranch,
Jim Skavdahl, Southern Cross Ranch, and Malm Ranches. He ranks in the
top 1% for Marbling and $F Value, top 2% in $B Value and the top 3% for
Yearling Weight EPD & Scrotal. BW EPD of .5, WW EPD 55, YW EPD of
115, marb of 1.20, $F of 57.10, and $B of 67.66. Wasserburgers have
used him on several hundred heifers which they calve out in the
pasture with very few assisted calves.

A.I. on May 31st and June 2nd  Should start calve March 1-5

Cleanup bulls in on June 9 for one cycle
Bull 562  75# BW --.09 BW EPD
        Harb Pendleton son
Bull 616  78# BW --.06 BW EPD
        Harb Pendleton son
Bull 428  79# BW --.5 BW EPD
        GAR Ultimate son
Bull 438  81# BW --.01 BW EPD
        Mitty in Focus son

Ultra Sound on August 23, 2011 by Dr. Chandy Olsen
  95  Blue tags bred AI with Bull calves
  70  Yellow tags first cycle of clean up bulls calve March 10th to 30th
  1   heifer purple tag #2 with twins from AI bunch

These heifers have been running out on an alfalfa and grass pivot for about 45
days, they are gentle to be around. They were given Preg guard gold 10 before
breeding. The heifers only have one brand.